While you’ve been
losing your hair,

new options
have emerged for
getting it back.

For men. For women.
See what’s possible now.

Of course you
hate it that your
hair’s thinning.

Sure, you’ve
thought of doing
something about it.

The image in the mirror
just doesn’t fit your
self-image.

But you’ve put it off. Luckily,
with recent advances, your
timing is now perfect.

How does a hair
transplant work?

Will I have to have my
head shaved?

How will I get the very
best results?

With today’s popular
Follicular Unit Extraction
(FUE) method, ‘grafts’ of live
hair follicles are taken
directly from the thick hair at
the back and sides of the
head. They are then carefully
implanted in the balding
areas. This safe, painless,
low-impact approach
means a quicker recovery
with no noticeable
scarring, compared to the
traditional surgical ‘strip’
approach.

Up until now, the FUE
technique required that at
least some of your hair be
closely shaved. This is an
issue for both men and
women, who want to return
to work and social activities
as soon as possible.

Unfortunately, standard
techniques for removing the
delicate grafts can allow
them to dry out and wither
before re-implanting.

Solution: Dr. Dan Danyo
at North Atlanta Hair
Restoration has now
perfected the Shaveless FUE
method. With no shaving, the
temporary effects of the
procedure are generally
concealed, so you can resume
your normal schedule, often
in as soon as a couple of days.

Solution: Dr. Danyo
employs cutting-edge
SmartGraft technology,
which keeps the tissue fresh
and viable. This means
greater ‘yields’ and sturdier
grafts, resulting in a fuller,
healthier head of hair.

Shaveless FUE + SmartGraft:
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AFTER

A unique, state-of-the-art approach
with minimal impact, virtual concealment, and
more permanent, natural-looking hair.

A Dual Approach
for Fuller Hair

What else can you do
to get your hair back?
Learn about simpler options that can be used
instead of, or in addition to, a hair transplant.
(They’re especially popular with women)

ACell treatment creates
new hair growth.

PRP injections thicken
each strand of hair.

Make thinning areas less
noticeable.

In this simple procedure, a
natural biologic agent is
injected into the surface of
the scalp. As stem cells are
activated, they stimulate the
process of hair regeneration.

Since platelets and proteins
in your own blood are rich
in growth factors, they can
be isolated and injected to
make your scalp a healthier,
more nurturing environment for new hair as well as
your existing hair.

You’ll be amazed at the effect
of tiny, medical-grade ‘tattoo
dots.’ For those with dark,
thinning hair, the exposed
scalp where you part your
hair can virtually disappear.

Many people with thinning
hair report noticeable
growth. Ask if you are a
good candidate for this
exciting new approach.
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Scalp Micropigmentation

Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP)
therapy can contribute to
hair volume in a variety of
ways. Although results vary,
this cutting- edge treatment
has been found to produce
hair growth up to 80% of
the time.

Dr. Danyo at North Atlanta
Hair Restoration can deliver
realistic results by applying
the painted ‘follicles’ and
blending them in with the
existing hair.
Although this approach offers
instant results, it may need to
be repeated in a few years.

Still have questions? Get the answers.
Call 678-845-7521 to schedule your free, informative,
no-obligation consult at North Atlanta Hair Restoration.

Once hair loss starts,
it generally gets worse–until
you do something about it.
You’ll look better. You’ll feel better.
You’ll be so glad you did this!

What plan or options will work best in your
case? How much will it cost, and how can
you get the very most for your investment?
How long will it take for your new hair to
grow in? Are there any side effects?
Dr. Danyo is known for straight talk about
what you can expect, so you can make the
best decisions for yourself. We’re not here
to sell you—we’re here to help you!

People who research options and providers
tend to come back to North Atlanta Hair
Restoration. Why? They say they simply feel
more comfortable here, knowing their
health is a priority, and their privacy is being
respected.
Financing is available, so you can now
afford to do what you’ve been putting off for
too long.

Find out more: nahairrestoration.com and shavelessfue.com
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Meet Daniel A. Danyo, MD
Over the course of his career, Dr.
Danyo has treated over 30,000
Atlantans for a variety of medical
issues. After undergoing a hair transplant himself, he recognized how the
benefits contributed to one’s life-long
self-confidence and well-being.

Now specializing solely in the art and
science of hair restoration, Dr. Danyo
has continually innovated by
combining the most advanced and
successful techniques. His exacting
approach has earned accolades from
both his clients and the medical
community.

631 North Main St., Suite 200, Alpharetta, GA 30009
678-845-7521 nahairrestoration.com

